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 New Miss Texas makes Collin look good 
Shilah Phillips, Frisco resident and Collin
student, was named Miss Texas on July 7,
the first African American to do so. 
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 

 Collin LULAC sweeps nationals 
One Collin student
organization has caught the
attention of the nation.
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 

 Podcasts: Where do they fit in higher
education? 
Are Podcasts in the future for higher
education? Garrison Reid reports. 
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 

 Last call for photo contest entries, book
scholarship up for grabs 
This is the last call for entries for the
Cougar News Collin pride photo contest.

[Click Here for Full Story] 

 
 Collin student is SMU-bound 
Former Collin student scores
SMU scholarship.
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 

 Top 10 Things About the First Day of School 
Fall is here. Well, actually, the summer weather still reigns,
but the fall semester is right around the corner. 
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 
 Faculty and Staff Spotlight 
I wonder what Willie Nelson and Colin
Powell would talk about over lunch? Gary
Hodge may have an inkling. 
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About Cougar News

A newsletter for the students, faculty
and staff of the Collin County Community
College District. Published monthly. For
information or submissions, call
972.599.3142. Cougar News welcomes
student and faculty submissions. Next
deadline: Aug. 10 All submissions are
due by 5 p.m. on the due date. Photos
cannot be returned. Text should be
emailed to mrobinson@ccccd.edu or sent
on disk. Please submit copy that is
proofed, edited and saved in Word
format. Cougar News staff: Lisa Vasquez,
director; Mark Robinson, editor; Marcy
Cadena-Smith, contributor; Sydney
Portilla-Diggs, student correspondent;
Stephanie Hall, student correspondent;
Garrison Reid, special contributor; Lisa
Huang, special contributor; Nick Young,
photography and layout. 

[Click Here for Full Story] 

 

 Fall Learning Communities courses
announced 
Fall semester will host a broad range of Learning
Communities. 
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 
 Recipe of the Month -- Chicken Tortilla Soup 
This month's recipe gets a little spicy. 
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 
 Student News 
Collin students, as always, are making
waves. 
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 
 Book Review -- "The Freemasons" 
Nobody likes a secret. And for a very
long time, the Freemasons have lived
and died by theirs. But is there really
a secret to keep? 
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 

 The 10 hidden treasures of Collin libraries 
When you think of libraries, you think of
rows and rows of books or being
required to take a walking tour of the
library in one of your classes, where you
sauntered behind your classmates in a
semi-drowsy state staring at books, computers and rooms.
The books, computers and rooms are all very important;
however, there are some things that you may not know that
Collin libraries offer to help you succeed academically and
socially.
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 
 College News 
There are some new deans in
town. Find out who and where in
College News. 
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 
 College opens Strategic Language Institute 
Communication is the key to any successful business. In
today’s global economy, bilingual employees are vital
toward fostering fruitful partnerships around the world.
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 
 Student excels at math competition 
Collin student Chang Young Jang made
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his mark in a regional math contest. 
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 

 Campus Dates 
Fall semester is afoot. And events
are brewing. 
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 
 Quick Facts 
Collin participated in the National
Community College Benchmark Project
(NCCBP) for the first time in 2005. The
NCCBP, a community college
consortium, collects comparative data in critical
performance areas and provides subscriber institutions with
reports that allow them to make benchmark comparisons
with other community colleges.
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 
 Transfer Tip -- Complete the Core 
If your goal is to receive a
bachelor’s degree from a public
university, Texas law requires you
to complete a core curriculum
ranging from 42 to 48 semester credit hours.
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 
 Employee Birthdays 
These August birthdays are special because August is a
special month. 
[Click Here for Full Story] 
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The entire state watched Collin  student
Shilah Phillips win the Miss
Texas pageant July 7.  
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New Miss Texas makes Collin look
good 
Shilah Phillips, Frisco
resident and Collin student,
was named Miss Texas on
July 7, the first African
American to do so. 

Phillips, 24, has been a
student at Collin since the
spring 2004, and has been a
member of Expressions
vocal jazz ensemble for
three years and Jaztet One. 

Phillips was named Miss
Frisco in January and
had competed on the hit
reality TV show, American
Idol. Now she can be a real American idol in 2007 when
she competes in the coveted Miss America pageant. 

For the Miss Texas pageant, which was televised across
the state, Phillips won the talent and swimsuit competitions
during preliminaries. She performed “I Believe In You and
Me” made popular by Whitney Houston for the talent
category. Her title includes a $13,000 scholarship, and
Phillips will be in a reality TV series on CMT titled Finding
Miss America leading up to the Miss America pageant. 

"I am not surprised about Shilah's victory," Kathy Morgan,
professor of choral music and the director of Expressions,
said. "She is a winner. She is extremely gifted in music,
she is poised and beautiful and a wonderful person to
know." 

Phillips lived in California for a number of years, recording
demos trying to make it in the music industry. It was during
this time that Phillips auditioned for American Idol.
According to a Houston Chronicle story, she had quit
college to pursue her singing dream, but she found out that
education was a good start. 

“After being in Los Angeles, I realized it was really
important to finish my education,” she told the Houston
Chronicle. 

At Collin, in addition to Morgan's instruction, Phillips
studied pop and classical voice with professor David
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College District. Published monthly. For
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Huang, special contributor; Nick Young,
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Alexander and jazz voice with associate professor Sue
Cruse.

"She took several different classes from me, and, in all of
these, she brought a wonderful work ethic, a fun
personality and was respected by her peers for her talent,"
Morgan said. "I think we all knew she was one of a
kind."   

She will transfer to the University of North Texas this fall
and major in music. 
[PRINTER FRIENDLY VERSION]
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Eddy Trejo

Liz Trejo
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Collin LULAC sweeps nationals 
One Collin student organization has caught the attention of
the nation. 

The college’s Young Adult Council of the League of United
Latin American Citizens (LULAC) received the Man of the
Year, Woman of the Year, Advisor of the Year and Council
of the Year at the organization’s 77th annual National
Convention July 2, in Milwaukee. 

Students, and siblings, Eddy and Liz Trejo were named
Man and Woman of the Year, respectively. Advisor
Lisabeth Lassiter was named the Advisor of the Year and
the Collin LULAC was named Council of the Year. 

“Again, our LULAC students have
made the college proud for their
achievements at the national
convention,” said Cary Israel,
president of the college. “These
students have demonstrated
leadership and service to both our
college and the community.” 

This is
the
second
straight
year and third time in four years
that the national Advisor of the
Year came from Collin. Eddy and
Liz  are both the second students
to earn Man and Woman of the
Year at the national level after
Robert Villareal and Stefanie
Rodriguez did so in 2003. 

This year, the chapter also took top honors at the district
and state levels leading to the national convention. 

Collin LULAC was founded in 2002 and has since earned a
number of awards in district, state and national
competitions. In addition, the council was presented the
Civic/Community Leadership Group Award from the
Volunteer Center of North Texas this year. It is one of 700
LULAC councils across the country. 

In the fall of 2005, 2,015 Hispanic students enrolled in
classes for credit at Collin, a 13.3 percent increase over
fall of 2004. This outpaced the average increase of 3.7
percent at colleges throughout Texas. The increase on
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Collin campuses also exceeded the state’s goal, which
was to increase the number of Hispanic students in higher
education by 10 percent. 

For more information about LULAC, e-mail
lulac@ccccd.edu . 
[PRINTER FRIENDLY VERSION]
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Podcasting is quickly becoming a
viable tool in education.
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Podcasts: Where do they fit in higher
education? 
By Garrison Reid
Special Contributor

Over the last two years, the
podcast audience has grown
from a small tech-savvy
segment of society to a cultural
element so significant that
Merriam-Webster added the
word to its 2006 dictionary.
Now, colleges across the
world--including Collin--have
begun using podcasts for
various subjects in order to
benefit a wide variety of
student audiences.
 
Podcasting and the
classroom

According to Gary S. Stager, Pepperdine University
professor and supporter of progressive teaching, “Not since
the advent of the World Wide Web has such an easy and
exciting communications medium been within reach of the
masses. Podcasting offers educators and students
remarkable opportunities for their voices to be heard in
their local communities or around the world. One could
think of podcasting as blogging without writing or as a way
for every class to have its own radio station.” 

The increase in podcasting popularity has many factors,
such as ease and swiftness of accessibility and an easily
mobile product. Podcasts are available throughout the
world with Internet access and one of the many free
“aggregators.” Aggregators subscribe to podcast-formatted
pages (RSS feeds) and search for changes or updates to
the feed. Once notified of the update, the aggregator
downloads the file for use on a home computer, a mobile
media device or to even burn to a CD. There are software
options like iPodder and iTunes, as well as many online
aggregators like PodcastAlley.com, Odeo.com and Yahoo!
Podcasts. 

Because podcasts are so easily accessible and
inexpensive to access, there is no limit to what they can be
used for and what subjects they can cover. For example,
educational podcasts, especially those that focus on
foreign languages, are some of the leading podcasts on
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the iTunes Music Store, the major directory for podcasts. It
is not surprising that this medium has been so quickly
connected to teaching and supplementation for education
of all sorts because it is free, easy to find and attain, and
works as an excellent supplement to primary lessons.
 
During the last year, the technology related to podcast
production and publishing has become increasingly
convenient and simple to operate. Apple’s Garageband
application is the leading podcast application for producing
podcasts. The software, also used for audio recording for
professional records, initially offers the user the ability to
select from music track or podcast episode. Once the
recording has taken place, Garageband gives you the
ability to output directly to iTunes or Apple’s website
development software iWeb.
 
And many programs are already using these technologies
in the classroom.
 
The University of Michigan Dentistry School began
podcasting at the request of students, and what began as
a request soon led to a partnership with Apple and
national press. Dr. Lynn Johnson, University of Michigan’s
director of Dental Informatics, described her experience as
“very student-driven, student-initiated and student-
supported. It was up to them to make it happen.” 

Podcasting at Collin 

Collin professor John Glass began experimenting with
podcasting at the suggestion of Gary Hodge, academic
dean of Social and Behavior Sciences. After listening to
various news podcasts over the last few years, as well as
hearing about podcast novels, Glass now uses podcasting
as a teaching tool for his course 

After some consideration, he recognized that students
would now be able to access information. “The more
someone hears the same information, the more that
information is reinforced, especially if the information
dissemination vehicle is something that they are familiar
with and utilize often,” he said.

The reaction to his supplemental podcasts has been
largely positive because it “helps to solidify what [the
students] were learning,” said Glass. Glass does admit
that, after continually forgetting to bring his recorder to
class, he decided to record his supplemental podcasts
alone in his office, because he “could be more concise” in
his discussion. Also, he believes the audio was better due
to “less extraneous noise and information.”

The professional response from faculty colleagues has
been entirely positive, Glass contends. Every coworker with
whom Glass has discussed podcasting has expressed
admiration for this new method of supplemental instruction
and interest in how the process works.
 
Dean Hodge first heard about podcasting in an article
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featured in The Chronicle of Higher Education about a
project at Duke University involving podcasts. He believes
this new media allows for faculty members to deliver
traditional, lecture-driven content material through a
podcast and frees class time for discussion that is both
“topical and timely.”
 
“Learning occurs at all times, not just in the classroom,”
Hodge said. “The appropriate use of media in the learning
process can enhance and deepen the experience of
students.”
 
Glass, at the encouragement of Hodge, is now working
with media services at Preston Ridge Campus to creatively
work to enhance podcasting in his sociology courses.
Glass has also involved his students in evaluating the
success and benefits of podcasting. Hodge said that this is
just a first step for podcasting in particular and technology
in general. He anticipates expanding the use of technology
such as podcasts as faculty “continue to explore and
experiment with new methodologies.”
 
This is just one example of how Collin is working to
integrate podcasting technology into the Cougar student
experience.
 
Commentary on the power of podcasting

When I was a college radio host and show producer, I
appreciated the ability to capture and share recordings, but
I did not think my efforts would have relevance after I
crossed the graduation stage and tossed my hat. However,
with the use of my laptop and a $20 Radio Shack
microphone, I recorded my first podcast. Now a year later,
my podcast has earned international press and logged 45
podcasted interviews with some of the nation's leading
independent musicians. This is one example of how
podcasting gives everyone the freedom to explore and
share knowledge.
 
Gary Hodge summed it up well when he said, “Higher
education must remain current and innovative in actively
engaging students in the learning process.”
 
The potential for podcasting in higher education is as
limitless as the imagination.

Garrison Reid is the web communications editor at Collin
and also runs his own podcast, www.indieinterviews.com.
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Collin  the Cougar visits jolly ol' London.
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Last call for photo contest entries, book
scholarship up for grabs 
This is the last call
for entries for the
Cougar News Collin
pride photo contest. 

The deadline is Aug.
10 for students who
have plans for a
vacation or road
trip to take along a
Collin County
Community College District (Collin) sign, T-shirt, hat,
notebook, plush cougar* or any item with the college’s
name, logo and/or mascot. 

Photograph yourself with your Collin item and submit it to
Cougar News. The winner will receive a $75 scholarship
to any Collin bookstore for books or class supplies. 

The winning entry will be based on the most unique or
exotic location where the college was represented through
your photo. Submit photos along with your name, phone
number and where the photograph is taken to
mrobinson@ccccd.edu by Aug. 10. 

The winner will be announced in September. For more
information, call Cougar News editor Mark Robinson at
972.599.3142. 

* Students do not need to purchase merchandise to enter
the contest. 
[PRINTER FRIENDLY VERSION]
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Evelyne Wilk graduated Collin  with an
Associate of Arts degree. She is pictured
with Tommy Thompson,District II
coordinator for Phi Theta Kappa, receiving
the Hall of Honor plaque. 
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Collin student is SMU-bound 
By Sydney Portilla-Diggs
Campus Correspondent

Evelyne Wilk decided to
attend Collin County
Community College
because of its proximity to
her home, its affordability
and its stellar reputation. 

After completing her core
curriculum, which included
four honors courses, Wilk
graduated Magna Cum
Laude from Collin with an
Associate of Arts degree.
Wilk has been a member of
Collin’s Alpha Mu Tau Chapter of Phi Theta Kappa
International Honor Society since April of 2004. She held
the offices of officer-at-large and vice president of Spring
Creek Campus. 

In October 2005, Evelyne Wilk was placed in Phi Theta
Kappa’s Texas Region District II Hall of Honor as an
outstanding chapter officer. As a member of Phi Theta
Kappa, Wilk knew that she was guaranteed at least a half-
scholarship to Southern Methodist University (SMU);
therefore, she did not apply to any other university. 

However, Wilk says she did not allow herself to think about
the possibility of receiving the full scholarship. 

Wilk said, “I was aware that there were 24 other people
who were at least as qualified as I was, since there were
twenty-five interviewees. I tried to answer all the
interviewer’s questions as thoroughly as I could, and I felt
very good about the interview as I walked out of the office.
After I left the building, I decided to try not dwelling on this
issue and began preparing for my upcoming vacation. My
vacation and the preparations served as convenient
distractions until the telephone call on Friday.” 

According to Wilk, when the phone rang, she noticed that
“SMU” showed up on the caller ID. She was worried that
she was among the 15 students who would be notified that
they would not be receiving the full scholarship that day. 

“I had considered letting the voice-mail get the call to delay
the agony, but I took a deep breath, picked up the phone
and said ‘hello.’ The gentleman on the other end told me
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his name and that he was from SMU. He then said,
‘Congratulations’ and I didn’t let him utter another word
before I said, ‘Yes.’ Then he said, ‘You didn’t let me finish.
How did you know what I was going to say?’ I told him that
I didn’t think he would be cruel enough to say,
‘Congratulations, you didn’t get the scholarship',” Wilk
said. 

After receiving the good news, Wilk called her husband,
her parents, her children, a series of friends and Collin’s
President Cary Israel. Wilk credits much of her success to
the support of President Israel and other Collin faculty
members and Vice President of Academic Affairs Dr. Thom
Chesney. On SMU’s essay questionnaire applicants are
requested to choose two words to best describe
themselves. Wilk chose two words—honest and reliable. 

“I have always felt that those were two of my greatest
attributes. If I say that I will do something, you can be
assured that I can and will complete the task in a thorough,
accurate, and timely fashion,” Wilk said. 

To other Collin students hoping to obtain transfer
scholarships, Wilk suggests being active in the community.
Volunteerism has been a part of Evelyne Wilk’s life since
she was a grammar school student. She remains active in
her children’s school and her family’s church. While
maintaining a high grade point average, Wilk was active in
her home owners’ association. The Collin student is also
active on the Communications and Pool committees, and
the Neighborhood Watch. In addition to volunteerism, Wilk
suggests that hard work and academic excellence is
paramount to success. 

“When I was a young girl, my grandfather used to give me
pages of math problems to work on. It was how we
bonded. [Because of this] I was always years ahead of my
peers in math," Wilk said. "Fortunately, my grandfather
was unaware of the theory that females are not supposed
to excel in mathematics. I was like the bumblebee. It is
said that a bumblebee is not aerodynamically supposed to
be able to fly. [But somehow the bumblebee flies, and I
excel at math.] I firmly believe that more females would
excel in mathematics if they weren’t constantly told that
they could not.” 

Wilk will be attending SMU in the fall to pursue a degree in
finance law. 
[PRINTER FRIENDLY VERSION]
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Top 10 Things About the First Day of
School 

10. The Freshmen 
Those poor souls roaming the halls, staring at their class
schedules trying to find the correct classroom are
freshmen. The epitome of all that is good about college.
Treat them well. 

9. Ready to Roll 
It’s like a new beginning, the fall semester, even for those
who have been in summer courses. Students are
refreshed. Professors are ready to bust out their syllabi. It
is good times. 

8. Together Again 
Vacations, roadtrips and everything in between are over.
Friends, peers and professors are back in town on a full-
time basis. At least until winter break. 

7. Cool Down 
In Texas, it technically does not get cool until October or
so. But to get to November and its cool fronts and its wool
scarves, you have to start with September and its
sweltering heat. 

6. Happy New Year! 
Did you know the academic fiscal year runs from Sept. 1 to
Aug. 31? Collin administrators get the luxury of two new
years. One is a little more subdued than the other. Can
you guess which one? 

5. TCB 
Summer is a great time to nail down those pesky core
classes that eluded you during the fall and spring. But
everybody knows that the big semesters are prime times to
knock out big chunks of an associate’s degree, 12 to 15
hours at a time. 

4. Go Clubbing 
The many clubs on campus – whether academic, social,
political or religious – love the fall because it is a new
beginning with big plans, and there are new students to
welcome to the college. 

3. Get Up, Get Out 
Although the campuses bustle with students and
professors during the summer months, there is an obvious
lull of action. The fall will have none of that. Clubs get
going, fine arts groups plan their upcoming events, and
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students hunker down. There is a buzz during the fall
unmatched during any other time of the year. 

2. Means to an End 
Any semester that ends with a two-week break through
January cannot be all bad. Spring semester melts into
summer semester. Fall semester fades into happy holidays.

1. Collin the Cougar 
Winter is a relief. He gets warm in his summer fur. 
[PRINTER FRIENDLY VERSION]
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Faculty and Staff Spotlight 
Gary Hodge 
Dean of Social and Behavioral
Sciences 

Associate of Arts, Tarrant County
College

Bachelor of Arts in Sociology, The
University of Texas, Arlington

Master of Arts in Sociology, Texas
Christian University

Doctoral work in Sociology, The University of North Texas. 

Where have you worked in the past and what was your
title there? 
Angelina College- Professor of Sociology 

What book are you currently reading and what is your
favorite book of all time? 
Currently re-reading "Zen and the Art of Motorcycle
Maintenance" by Robert Pirsig. I have not read my favorite
book of all time yet. 

In your profession/area of study/discipline, who is your
foremost influence and why? 
Erving Goffman. His work on social aspects daily
interaction attracted me to sociology. 

What is the best movie you have seen in the last year
and why did you like it? 
“Syriana.” I appreciated the political comments it made. I
also enjoyed “Good Night and Good Luck” and “Jarhead”
for the same reason. 

What do you like about Collin County Community
College? 
The creativity and innovation that exists within the faculty. I
find myself consistently impressed and inspired by our
faculty. 

What is your funniest classroom story? 
I once shared with a class the reasons why I was sure I
had been an Old English Sheepdog in a previous
existence and that story still lives in deep East Texas.
Professor Tony Howard could probably share some stories
from when he used to walk past my Human Sexuality
classes at the Spring Creek Campus. 
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If you could lunch with three people who would it be? 
Willie Nelson, The Dali Lama and Colin Powell. 
[PRINTER FRIENDLY VERSION]
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Fall Learning Communities courses
announced 
This fall, students will have the opportunity to dive into a
new pool of Learning Communities courses. Some of the
courses are new, and some are classes offered in previous
semesters. But all of them are a new and exciting learning
experience. 

Learning Communities blends two different courses
together into one class. Two professors teach the course,
and students earn six total credit hours. Also, Learning
Communities include more core classes needed for
completion of an associate’s degree and for transfer to a
university. 

The fall 2006 Learning Communities line up includes: 

Central Park Campus 

What Does It Mean To Be An American? 
History and Sociology 
Professors Collins/Gaiter 

Preston Ridge Campus 

Rumors of Reality: Politics, the Media and Our Social
Conscious 
Sociology and History 
Professors Elliott/St. John 

Ghosts and Myths: Decoding the Past 
English and History 
Professors Beverage/Gunderson 

How Deep Does the Rabbit Hole Go? 
Humanities and English 
Professors Bailey/Andrus 

Chances in Life: A Quantitative Approach to Biology 
Math and Biology 
Professors Ardis/Subramanian 

In the Matter of Gender: Living Human Bodies and Living
With(in) Human Bodies 
Anthropology and Biology 
Professors Sullivan/Shaham-Albalancy 

Spring Creek Campus 

Sensational Trials in Modern American History: Lizzie,
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Manson, O.J. and More 
Criminal Justice and History 
Professors Marble/Coulter 

Teaching as a Performing Art: Classrooms, Communication
and Community 
Education and Speech 
Professors Boski-Wilkinson/Long 

Arts and Humanities: Those Women! 
Art and Humanities 
Professors Siber/Stevens 

Birds, Bees and Urban Legends: Sexual Health in the
(Mis)information Age 
Physical Education and Psychology/Sociology 
Professors Adams/Smith 

A Two-Way Mirror: Contrasting Narratives Reflecting the
Human Condition 
Sociology and English 
Professors Stern/Brown 

Making Cents 
Math and Economics 
Professors Brown/Bowler 

Hope Springs Eternal: Exploring Human Endurance 
Humanities and English 
Professors Sears/Sears 

For more information about Learning Communities,
visitwww.ccccd.edu/learningcomm . Register for Learning
Communities courses this fall by using the e-schedule and
searching LRCM, available for download at
www.ccccd.edu. 
[PRINTER FRIENDLY VERSION]
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Recipe of the Month -- Chicken Tortilla
Soup 

Submitted by April Wilson 
Culinary Arts Student

Serves 4 - 6 

2 quarts chicken stock 
2 cups shredded chicken 
1½ cups chopped celery 
1 cup chopped onions 
12 oz. diced tomatoes 
7 cloves garlic 
½ cup corn 
1 ½ cups tortilla strips 
1 ½ cups snipped parsley, cilantro, green onion 
2 cups shredded cheddar cheese 
1 ½ cups chopped avocado 
½ cup sour cream 

Heat the chicken stock and shredded chicken. Add onions,
celery, tomatoes and garlic. Let simmer for 45 minutes to
an hour. Add corn. Let simmer for five more minutes.
Serve in bowl. Garnish with avocado, tortilla strips, parsley,
cilantro, green onion and sour cream. 
[PRINTER FRIENDLY VERSION]
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Student News 
Three Collin students earned an invitation to attend a 10-
week summer research program in the chemistry and
physics department at Texas A&M University-Commerce.
All three students are members of the Center for Advanced
Studies in Mathematics and Natural Sciences (CASMNS),
a specialized program for highly motivated, talented
students majoring in mathematics or natural sciences. The
three students, all from Plano, are Amulya Yadlapalli,
Mahsa Fardin and Brian Hanes. The application process
in the summer research program is extremely competitive.
Many students vie for just ten open slots in the program.
The program is funded by a grant from the National
Science Foundation.  

Collin guitar students placed first in the Eastfield College
Guitar Festival in July. Students took the entire college
category placing first, second and third. The first prize went
to Charles Heasley, the second to Jay Armstrong and the
third to Chris Uecker. In addition, a former student,
Vanessa Corder (formerly Testoni), placed second in the
university undergraduate category. 

Communication student Brad Simmons' screenplay,
“When Love Finds You,” recently scored in the top 25
percent of entries submitted to the PAGE International
Screenwriting Awards and now enters the second round of
competition. An alliance of Hollywood producers, agents
and development executives established the PAGE Awards
to give up-and-coming screenwriters a chance to be read,
evaluated and optioned outside the usual pitch-to-agent
framework. “When Love Finds You” is Simmons' first
completed screenplay. 

The Collin Jazz Lab Band will participate in the
Centrum/Port Townsend Jazz Festival in Washington,
which features guests from all over the world. 
[PRINTER FRIENDLY VERSION]
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Book Review -- "The Freemasons" 
By Mark Robinson
Cougar News Editor

Nobody likes a secret. Actually, nobody likes a secret they
are not in on.
            
This statement basically summarizes the entire existence
of the Freemasons, so says Jasper Ridley in his book,
“The Freemasons.”
            
Wing your way through the 300 pages of world history and
you realize that according to Ridley nobody likes the
Freemasons, except for fellow Freemasons, and not
necessarily because some of the brethren have had their
hands in the cookie jars of the most major of historical
events like every revolution from the American and French
to South America and the Norman Conquest.
            
The Freemasons throughout history have drawn the ire of
everyone from the Catholic Church, the Nazis, communists,
fascists, monarchs, dictators to the Protestants and law
enforcement agencies. 
            
Why? Because they have secrets.
            
The Freemasons are a secret, fraternal organization and
the one thing that scares people – mainly those in
authority – more is the unknown.
            
Many individuals in history have believed the Freemasons’
secret is that they have no secret. Others – including the
Nazis, Catholic Church and more than a few monarchs –
individuals believe the Freemasons are a discreet,
progressive, liberal façade for world domination by
everyone from the Jewish population to atheists.
            
Ridley, however, indicates that both assumptions are
wrong, particularly, the latter being ridiculous.
            
The Freemasons began in Medieval England when being a
mason or “free stone mason” was about as good of a job
other than king, queen or duke. Monarchs needed places
to live and ways to get there and stone was the means for
both. Bridges, castles and fortifications were erected
posthaste and masons were in high demand. They
organized in order to secure higher wages, despite royal
decrees that capped their potential profit.
            
Because they were defying the king, they had to meet in
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secret.
            
That tends to be the pattern for the next 500 years.
            
The Catholic Church, according to Ridley, is the
Freemasons biggest foe, based solely on hearsay. Rumors
of satanic practices and giving oaths to any organization
other than the church were admonished by the church.
Pope Clement XII decreed the first Papal Bull in 1738
declaring that if the Freemasons were doing no wrong,
why did they need to keep it a secret. Several more Papal
Bulls were issued through the 19th century.
            
The other theme that runs throughout Ridley’s work is the
Freemasons’ affect in the historical events that have
shaped where we are today.
            
Ridley does not write about Freemasons as much as he
writes about world history, flowing from general replay to
how individuals who were Freemasons etched their own
name into politics and revolution. However, the reader does
not correlate world-altering events with Freemasonry, just
to the individuals who happened to be Freemasons.
            
We are led to believe that George Washington would have
led the American Revolution whether he was a Freemason
or not.
            
But on the same note, one must not ignore the
Freemason’s alleged oath to “Liberty, Equality, Fraternity”
or the coincidence that so many Freemasons in so many
different countries were involved in a number of
revolutions, disposing of kings, queens, dictators and
emperors. But this probably has as little to do with a
worldwide conspiracy of the Freemasons to just schedule
revolutions when they get the itch.
            
It probably has more to do with having a collection of
upper-class and royalty mixed with blue collar workers and
professionals meeting in discreet fashion talking issues. It
is the pack mentality – a canine by itself can be friendly,
but dogs with some domestication when put together with
other dogs can become vicious hunters.
            
Freemasons may be the same way. Freemasonry did not
put Marie Antoinette under the guillotine, but it definitely
sharpened the blade.
            
Ridley does not bother with the many conspiracy theories,
hierarchal establishments and “secrets” of Freemasonry.
He obviously loves history and outlines the Freemasons’
interaction with it.
 

Three out of Five paws
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(From left)  Preston Knowlton and Tyler Cloud in
the Preston Ridge Campus library studying for the
government class they take with professor Gina
Gabriano.
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The 10 hidden treasures of Collin
libraries 

By Lisa Huang
Special Contributor

When you think of
libraries, you think of
rows and rows of
books or being
required to take a
walking tour of the
library in one of your
classes, where you
sauntered behind
your classmates in a semi-drowsy state staring at books,
computers and rooms. 

The books, computers and rooms are all very important;
however, there are some things that you may not know that
Collin libraries offer to help you succeed academically and
socially. I used the word socially because libraries are
actually cool places. I will go into more detail, but let me
start with the treasure trove of academic offerings for you. 

How Libraries Can Help You Survive Your Classes: 

1) Helpful, knowledgeable staff 
If you have questions about where to find sources for
writing an argumentative essay or how to cite a webpage
in APA style (for that matter, what the heck IS APA style?)
stop by the Reference Desk where there’s a librarian at
your beck and call to answer questions. 

2) THREE for the price of ONE… priceless 
You can’t make it to the library due to work, kids, other
pressures, etc. Collin libraries are open 7 days a week
during regular class sessions. Students are welcome to
use any library (PRC, CPC, SCC) or all of the libraries.
You can check out books from each library or even better,
request books to be shipped to a specific campus library
for pick up. Wow! Imagine having three libraries instead of
just one at your disposal, and even better, they’re free! 

3) Electronic access 
You can access class notes and handouts 24/7 under
EReserves, an electronic reserve system. If you don’t have
a computer, you can use ours. If you need to renew the
due date on certain items, you can do it online. You’re
writing your paper at 2 a.m. and you just need another
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source for your paper, you can access thousands of full
text electronic books via NetLibrary. 

4) Worthy content 
You might not believe me, but after wading through
hundreds of Google and Yahoo search results without
success for your papers and becoming extremely
frustrated, it might be time to consider another approach.
It’s a shocker, but not everything is posted on the ‘net. Try
searching through the library’s databases. You can find
scholarly journal articles written by actual Ph.D’s instead of
“Anne Marie’s 101 Picks Homepage.” Heck, you can even
access newspaper articles, images, criticisms and audio
recordings 24/7 from your home computer. 

5) Study rooms 
Sometimes you just need a quiet place to study or a little
corner to chill. Silence can be pure bliss. The study rooms
are available first-come, first-serve. You can even check
out a wireless laptop to take with you in the study room to
write your paper or do research. 

6) Convenient Printing 
Can’t afford the cartridge for printing out those endless
papers and PowerPoint presentations? As students, you
have a balance of 300 free sheets per semester. Use it or
lose it, for the balance does not rollover next semester.
Earlier, I mentioned that libraries can help students out
socially. You might wonder, how socially? Like how to use
which fork for which course at a fancy restaurant?
Librarians can answer that question for you or they can
definitely help look it up. Consider The Library As “The
Place” On Campus: 

7) The Place--It’s where the people are
If you have time to kill between your classes, where are
you going to go besides your car so people don’t think you
don’t have any friends? It’s okay to drop in the library to
check your email and start on your assignment or two.
Who knows you might run into your classmates and strike
up a conversation. It’s socially acceptable and okay to curl
up with a good book at the library. 

8) Movie Time
Are you low on cash for the movies? As students, you can
check out DVDs and videos for free at your libraries. You’ll
find classics from “It’s a Wonderful Life” to newer fare such
as “Crash” and “Walk the Line.” If you prefer
documentaries and indies, the library has them too. 

9) Barnes & Noble at your convenience 
You might be pleasantly surprised but you can pick up the
latest Patricia Cornwall or James Patterson bestseller or
even the “The Atkins Diet” at your library. Libraries
continually carry new titles for light reading. Simultaneously,
the library does buy heavier fare for academics and to
keep you stimulated. More importantly, if the library doesn’t
have what you want, you can request it through interlibrary
loan from another library. You have the pleasure of reading
a book without the cost! 
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10) For your listening pleasure… 
Each library has a collection of music CDs and audio
tapes, including the latest from the Billboard charts to the
“greats.” You can be introduced to Jack Johnson, Bob
Dylan and Enya. The audio tapes are a great alternative to
road rage for those with long commutes. You can expand
your mind by learning conversational Spanish to “reading”
Jane Austen on Central Expressway. 

Smart move. Visit your Collin library! 

Lisa Huang is a reference librarian at the Central Park
Campus in McKinney. 
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College News 
The Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS)
Commission on Colleges has reaffirmed Collin’s
accreditation after reviewing its Quality Enhancement Plan
(QEP) and monitoring report at their June meeting. 

Angela Putman, speech communication professor, was
recently published in the International and Intercultural
Communication Annual, Volume 29. She conducted a
year-long research study examining the experiences of
first-generation Mexican American community college
students. The journal was released in the spring of 2006.
Her article is titled "Paving the Way: First-Generation
Mexican American Community College Students in a
Border Community Speak Out." 

Speech and mass communication professor Ceilidh
Charleson-Jennings and her
search-and-rescue canine, “Puzzle,”
were recently certified for local, state,
and federal disaster and missing
persons searches. SAR k9
certification involves 18 months to
two years of intensive training, with
written exams and practical tests
administered according to standards
set by FEMA, Homeland Security,
the United States Fire Administration,
and the National Association for
Search and Rescue. As a field

assistant, Charleson-Jennings has worked in-state and
federal searches with k9 teams for six years. 

Nursing professor Vivian Gamblian
received the Association of Women’s
Health, Obstetric and Neonatal
Nurses’ (AWHONN) 2006 Award of
Excellence in Advocacy. An
association representative said,
“Vivian truly personifies the qualities
of AWHONN’s most distinguished
professionals and is very deserving of
this award.” AWHONN’s membership
is comprised of 22,000 professionals
throughout the United States,
Canada and the armed forces
worldwide. 

Music professor Kris Berg recently published “Blue Rondo
ala Turk” and “R U Chicken” with Warner Brothers. Both
songs are for large jazz ensemble. 
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Gaye Cooksey

 

About Cougar News

A newsletter for the students, faculty
and staff of the Collin County Community
College District. Published monthly. For
information or submissions, call
972.599.3142. Cougar News welcomes
student and faculty submissions. Next
deadline: Aug. 10 All submissions are
due by 5 p.m. on the due date. Photos
cannot be returned. Text should be
emailed to mrobinson@ccccd.edu or sent
on disk. Please submit copy that is
proofed, edited and saved in Word
format. Cougar News staff: Lisa Vasquez,
director; Mark Robinson, editor; Marcy
Cadena-Smith, contributor; Sydney
Portilla-Diggs, student correspondent;
Stephanie Hall, student correspondent;
Garrison Reid, special contributor; Lisa
Huang, special contributor; Nick Young,
photography and layout. 

Barbara Coan was named dean of Academic Affairs at the
Preston Ridge Campus. 

Tony Mansueto was named dean of Communications and
Humanities. 

Gaye Cooksey was named dean
of Fine Arts. 
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College opens Strategic Language
Institute 
Communication is the key to any successful business. In
today’s global economy, bilingual employees are vital
toward fostering fruitful partnerships around the world. 

Collin Continuing Education is launching the Strategic
Language Institute in an effort to increase the level of
foreign language speakers, with an emphasis on languages
important to know for national security reasons, cultural
understanding and economic competitiveness. 

The Strategic Language Institute will offer classes in
Arabic, Chinese, Farsi, Hindi and Russian – languages
deemed “strategic” in helping government and business
representatives bridge the cultural and communicative gap
and promote understanding. In addition to these “strategic”
languages, Collin Continuing Education will continue to
offer eight additional foreign languages along with a series
of classes designed to improve the communication,
conversation, grammar and pronunciation skills of students
where English is their second language. 

Foreign language training can be a great asset to
businesses that are based in, or do business with, clients
in foreign countries. The Dallas Morning News recently
highlighted the companies in the Dallas/Fort Worth area
that are subsidiaries of foreign companies. Dallas-based 7-
Eleven Inc., one of the area's biggest companies, has
become a subsidiary of its Japanese licensee. Diakin
Industries Ltd., one of Japan’s top air conditioner makers is
now based in Carrollton. 

Collin offers five levels of Japanese, in addition to grammar
and conversation. Sixteen of the top 50 subsidiaries have
home offices in French-speaking countries. Collin offers
nine levels of French in addition to grammar and
conversation. 

The Strategic Language Institute is in response to an
initiative that President Bush announced earlier this year
asking for more students to study foreign languages.
Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice noted that our
“country made a huge intellectual investment in winning the
Cold War” and said that in recent years America has not
made similar investments, especially surrounding the
teaching of critical languages. She also added that the
countries where the critical languages are spoken “will
define the 21st century. Nothing is more important than
being able to converse with them in their native tongue.” 
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and staff of the Collin County Community
College District. Published monthly. For
information or submissions, call
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For more information on the Strategic Language Institute,
call 972.985.3750 or visit www.ccccd.edu/ce and click on
the heading for “Courses.” 
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Chang Young Jang (right) assists student
Brittany McClure in the Collin  math lab
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Student excels at math competition 
Collin student Chang Young
Jang of Plano won first
place overall in the
southwest conference of the
Student Mathematics
League, a national
competition hosted by the
American Mathematical
Association of Two-Year
colleges (AMATYC). 

As a team, Collin finished fourth in the region. Any student
at a two-year college is eligible for the contest, which
requires taking two tests over a six month span. The test
covers precalculus mathematics, including precalculus
algebra, trigonometry, synthetic and analytic geometry and
probability. 

“This is quite an honor for both Young and the college. In
the last few years, we have been making our mark in the
southwest region. Ed Bock, our sponsor, has done a good
job of preparing our students,” said Dr. Cameron Neal,
dean of the division of Math and Natural Sciences. “Young
has taken our most challenging courses and excelled.” 

For his effort, Jang won a $500 scholarship to Collin or any
Texas college of his choice. For more information on Collin
mathematics, call 972.881.5881. 
[PRINTER FRIENDLY VERSION]
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Campus Dates 
All College Day is scheduled Wednesday, Aug. 16, at the
Spring Creek Campus Conference Center. All campuses
are closed. Activities begin at 8 a.m. with a mini-health fair
and benefits fair, and the program begins at 9 a.m.

Fall classes begin Monday, Aug. 28. 

The annual “Exhibition One: the faculty” show will
feature a variety of works from the Collin faculty to kick off
the 2005-06 season Monday, Aug. 28-Saturday, Sept. 23.
THE ARTS gallery is located at the Spring Creek Campus,
2800 E. Spring Creek Parkway in Plano. A reception is
scheduled for 6 p.m., Wednesday, Sept. 6 in the gallery.
The showcased works include three- and two-dimensional
paintings, drawings, prints, ceramics, sculptures, small
metals, photography and graphic design. Gallery hours are
Monday-Thursday, 9 a.m.- 8 p.m.; Friday, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.;
and Saturday, 10 a.m.-2 p.m. For more information about
this exhibition and any future exhibitions, visit the gallery’s
website at www.ccccd.edu/THEARTSgallery or call
972.881.5873. 

Labor Day is Monday, Sept. 4. All campuses are closed. 

The 2006-07 Collin Auteur Film Series, “Fools, Cons and
Liars: Trickster Characters in Film” will begin
Wednesday, Sept. 20, with a viewing of “Y Tu Mama
Tambien.” The movie revolves around two teenagers,
Tenoch and Julio, and their trek with the older Luisa to the
beach. However, seduction ensues, and jealousies flair
straining friendships. The film is rated R and runs 105
minutes. All screenings are free and open to the public.
Doors open at 6:30 p.m., with the feature film beginning at
7 p.m. Seating is limited. Some material may not be
suitable for all audiences. All shows will be held at the
Spring Creek Campus Conference Center. For more
information about the film series, contact Professor Carolyn
Perry, Humanities Department chair, at cperry@ccccd.edu. 

The Plano Balloon Festival is scheduled from Friday-
Sunday, Sept. 22-24 at Plano’s Oak Point Park, adjacent
to the Spring Creek Campus. The campus will close early
Sept. 22 at 3 p.m. and remained closed on Sept. 23 and
24. 

Collin presents its inaugural Book-in-Common guest
Daniel Wallace, author of several novels, including “Big
Fish: A Novel of Mythic Proportions” in October. The name
of this year’s program is “An Alluring Tale.” The events are
as follows: 
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• Wednesday, Oct. 11 -- 7 p.m. – a screening of Tim
Burton’s “Big Fish” in conjunction with the Auteur Film
Series at the Angelika Film Center, The Shops at Legacy,
7205 Bishop Road, Plano. Seating begins at 6:15 p.m. and
the screening will be followed by a roundtable discussion
facilitated by Collin professors. Free and open to the public.
The film is rated PG-13 for violence, some images of
nudity and sexual references and runs 125 minutes. 

• Monday, Oct. 16 – 10 a.m. -- “Baiting the Hook: Honors
Institute Pre-Visit Roundtable,” a pre-author roundtable
discussion hosted by the Honors Institute at the Spring
Creek Campus Conference Center. 

• Tuesday, Oct. 17 – 7 p.m. – “Reeling It In: Author Visit
and Book Signing.” Wallace will give a lecture, hold a
question-and-answer session and be available to sign
books and answer questions. This is free and open to the
public and will be at the Spring Creek Campus Conference
Center. 

• Thursday, Nov. 9 – 2-3 p.m. -- "Catch & Release:
Reflections on ‘Big Fish’" at the Spring Creek Campus
Conference Center. A roundtable discussion and review of
the Book-in-Common event and Wallace’s visit. 

For more information about the Book In Common events,
contact Betty Bettacchi at 972.881.5730, Delores Zumwalt
at 972.881.5954 or Lauryn Angel-Cann at 972.377.1514.
Collin's Book-in-Common is a collaborative project created
by the Center for Scholarly & Civic Engagement, the
Communications and Humanities Division and the Honors
Institute.
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Quick Facts 
Collin participated in the National Community College Benchmark
Project (NCCBP) for the first time in 2005. The NCCBP, a
community college consortium, collects comparative data in critical
performance areas and provides subscriber institutions with reports
that allow them to make benchmark comparisons with other
community colleges. The table below presents selected items from
the most recent benchmark report. The report provides Collin’s
data, indicates how many institutions provided data for a given
element, and provides a set of percentile ranges with which Collin’s
data can be compared. The data are from fall 2003. 

Measure Collin
No. of
Reporting
Institutions

Collin's
Percentile
Rank

% Credit Hours Taught in
Transfer Courses 80% 96 Above 90th

% Revenues from Tuition 15% 106 Below 10th
Next-term Persistence Rate 68% 104 50th
Fall-to-Fall Persistence Rate 47% 105 50th
Course Completion Rate 79% 108 Below 10th
% High School Graduates in
Service Area Enrolling in
Institution

25% 80
Between
50th-75th

Credit Student Market
Penetration Rate 4.5% 100

Between
75th-90th

Non-Credit Student Market
Penetration Rate 2.6% 100

Between
50th-75th

Credit Distance Learning Hours
as % of Total Credit Hours 7% 90

Between
50th-75th

[Source: National Community College Benchmark Project. Report
of 2005, Aggregate
Data]                                                                
                                                                                                   
For questions or comments, call Nasreen Ahmad
at 972.377.1610.  
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Transfer Tip -- Complete the Core 
If your goal is to receive a bachelor’s degree from a public
university, Texas law requires you to complete a core
curriculum ranging from 42-48 semester credit hours. Each
college or university identifies which of its courses fit into
the core curriculum. 

If you complete the core curriculum with grades of C or
better and transfer, the entire core curriculum transfers and
substitutes for the core curriculum you would have taken at
your new school. You may have to take additional course
work if your transfer school has a larger core curriculum
than Collin’s. 

If you complete only part of the core curriculum before you
transfer, each course completed should apply to the
transfer school’s core curriculum. Caution: in some
bachelor’s degree programs, students take requirements
for the major as part of the core curriculum. If you have
selected your major, it is best to follow a degree plan/2+2
guide, so you do not have to take extra course work to
satisfy freshman and sophomore requirements. 

For more information, please call Transfer Programs at
972.985.3734 or visit http://transferu.ccccd.edu. 
[PRINTER FRIENDLY VERSION]
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Employee Birthdays 
Sheila Swenholt 1
Deborah Wolf 1
Lina Kaileh 1
Pamela Sewell 1
Christania Camplin 1
Ashok Kumar 1
Karan Windham 1
Gloria Tyler 1
Dwain Thomas 2
Joe Rodgers 2
Rhona Walker 2
Laura Watson 2
Merry McBryde-Foster 3
Marcae Lee 4
Chad Husbands 4
Ellen McKinney 4
Mary Auwen 4
Vicky Putman 4
Elizabeth Trosper 4
Elizabeth Casteel 4
Jack Denton 5
Lavanna Norton 5
Benjamin Bradley 5
Wendy Gunderson 6
Kimberly Yarnell 6
Jerry Cranford 6
Keli Fink 6
Opal Wright 7
Billy Gidney 7
Paul Burrow 7
Thomas Martin 7
Lester Stephens 7
Michelle Wilson 7
Angela May 7
Melissa Ingram 7
Jean Johnson 7
Kay Mizell 7
Jason Collier 7
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Michael Morris 8
Tony Airhart 8
Janie Bugh 8
Rita Raleeh 8
Jared Schreher 9
Rochelle Hopkins 9
Timothy Hall 9
Tonie Thompson 9
Francisco Hernandez 10
James Conner 10
Jinger Peeples 10
Jennifer Askew 11
Barbara Brashears 11
Tony Howard 11
Arianna Gray 12
Theresa Maper 12
Michael Fichtl 12
Susan Bradbury 13
James Merritt 13
Suzanne Broussard 13
Frozina Goussak 13
Elizabeth McCarthy 15
Donna Wright 16
David Colvin 16
Marilyn Rice 16
Elaine Boski-Wilkinson 16
Jessie Abbott-White 16
Ann Thompson 16
Gerald Webb 16
Shanthi Murali 16
Yo-Hung Huang 17
Michael Vogel 17
Ann Beheler 17
Elizabeth Siber 17
Charlotte Stanford 17
Nasrin Bemani 17
Judy Richardson 17
Melinda Bailey 17
Jeremy Nelson 18
Jean Schaefer 19
Susan Crumpler 19
James Shiplet 19
Elizabeth Grimes 19
Dennis Hackett 19
Jesus Gonzalez 20
Silvia Herrera 20
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Susan Ketcham 20
Vera Hensley 21
Natalie Greenwell 21
Sheri Mackey 21
Karen Murph 21
Angela Putman 22
Jill Moore 22
Robert Meeks 22
Eric Donihoo 22
Ken Dunlap 23
Jacquelyn Messinger 23
Jing-Fong Hsu 23
Stephen Dossett 23
Janet Cooksey 23
Amy Capshaw 24

Bill Cunningham 24
Charon Evans 25
Rebecca Boatman 25
Reginald Bradshaw 25
Milburn Crow 26
Brian Boring 26
Helen Dupont 26
Melody Roper 26
Cecil Gilreath 26
Mary Holloway 27
Ernest Howell 27
William Storey 27
Scott Yarbrough 27
Paul Wilson 27
Gordon Ross 27
Brian Allison 28
Amira Shaham-Albalancy 28
Tuan Nguyen 28
Rita Parker 28
Isabella Mantel 29
Gwynith Best 29
Ryan Chalk 29
William Slater 30
Linda Adams 30
Matthew Maguire 30
James Mayo 30
Kathleen Clary 30
Brian Beaudette 31
Kurt Hall 31
Janice Bresnahan 31
John Grooms 31
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